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About This Game

A brave young Pharaoh, killed prematurely by a fierce sandstorm and embodied by the gods as a skillful scarab, must battle the
powerful god of Chaos, Set, to free the essences of other Egyptian gods contained within colorful magical spheres.

Stop the procession of approaching spheres as they journey through the maze by matching three or more. Call upon the gods,
denoted by color, to release specific power-ups and purchase upgrades with Ankh coins collected during gameplay. Free all the

gods from captivity before they reach the pyramid at the end of their path, or all is forever lost.

Original music, enhanced animation and even more spectacular effects

Seven unique game modes, including five never before seen

Over 140 nail-biting levels of gameplay
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Challenging and dynamic play with branching and merging pathways

Utilize reflectors to make matches that were otherwise impossible

Upgradable power-ups plus exciting ball sets and shooters to unlock

New bonus level gameplay introduced
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cool little casual game not very strenuous even on hard

68\/100. Those who love the classic game of luxor or matching up colors in order to clear out lines of moving gems will love this
game. Lots of power ups that will help you gain more points and move onto more fast and exciting levels.. A classic match 3
franchise that made up a majority of my childhood, I can always reccomend this entire series (minus Luxor Mahjongg).
Obviously not much has changed since the first three Luxor games (Luxor 1, 2 & Amung Rising). The graphics are slightly
better and it's still a lot of fun to kill some time.

Is it worth it to buy this casual game for 10 bucks (normal price) ? Hell No! But I will still recommend this game IF being sold
for a much lower price.. a fun game that I used to play on XBLA. Still a good game to play when trying to kill time between
classes.. I think I got this on sale for a few dollars. It's a fun simple game and even people who don't lilke games will enjoy it.
Let your non-gamer family members try this.. Simple, casual game :3
if you're into bubbles, thats perfectly for ya
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There is nothing better than after a long hard day play with balls a little :) Controls and visuals aren't as good as in remastered hd
versions but it's still ok for this type of game.. https://youtu.be/0IhZLWBMXCw

The only way to survive egyptian purgatory is to throw balls at beetles.

This puzzle mode ramps up quickly, but the basic gameplay stays the same from previous versions.. A classic match 3 franchise
that made up a majority of my childhood, I can always reccomend this entire series (minus Luxor Mahjongg). Those who love
the classic game of luxor or matching up colors in order to clear out lines of moving gems will love this game. Lots of power ups
that will help you gain more points and move onto more fast and exciting levels.. Good game. Simple.
Very nice graphic and sound.
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